Welcome Lussier
to ONE Burbank
Fiber Services!
ONEBurbank is a suite of BWP fiber optic services offered to
Burbank businesses looking for exceptionally fast and reliable
bandwidth. ONEBurbank rolled out in December 2010 and
customers continue to sign up for the popular service.
Ryan Fioravanti, a Partner at Lussier, shares his experience below as a BWP ONEBurbank customer!

Lussier is a full service entertainment marketing
and post production agency. We create, write,
shoot, edit, produce and finish a wide variety of
broadcast, theatrical and internet content projects.
Our work includes image and launch campaigns for
television drama, alternative and comedy shows, movie
campaigns, episodics, main titles, home entertainment
and original content for the internet. We collaborate
closely with our clients to create presentations of every
color, shape and size, starting from initial concept
through video finishing, motion graphics, and sound
mixing to the final product. We’ve been fortunate to
work with such clients as A&E, ABC, CBS, Disney, NBC,
Lifetime, Spike and USA to name a few.

another local Burbank media company. Our main
contact at ONE Burbank, Robert DeLeon, helped us
through every step of reviewing and assessing the
different offerings and answering any questions we
had about the service.

In our business, having fast, reliable internet speeds is
essential as our business is rapidly moving from physical
tape-based media to file-based, digital formats. With
many clients located outside of the L.A. area, shipping
hard drives is not ideal due to quick turnaround time
frames and transit costs. So it’s increasingly critical to
have the ability to transfer large digital assets back
and forth to clients quickly.

So far, the service has been excellent with no outages
and the few times we did have to contact technical
support regarding specific settings, the technicians
have been very responsive, knowledgeable and patient.
Overall, we’re extremely happy with our decision to
go with ONE Burbank and would highly recommend
their service.

When we relocated our company to Burbank in
November, we researched local Internet providers and
were referred to ONE Burbank fiber services through

We welcome Lussier as another satisfied ONE Burbank
customer! Visit their website at lussier.tv for
more information.

It was very important for us to have the ability to
adjust our internet speeds with workload demands
and the flexibility of ONE Burbank service really met
this need while still being affordable. The installation
process was simple, straightforward and the connection
was operational well before our move-in date, which
allowed us ample time to set up our new network and
thoroughly test the system.

